Abstract. The importance of the gluon-gluon and quarkantiquark contributions to the production of charmonium states in proton-proton and antiproton-proton collisions is determined within the parton model in a way which does not rely on any assumption on the dynamics (leading diagrams, color neutralisation mechanism,...). It is shown that the combined analysis of total and differential inclusive J/~ production cross-sections for both systems allows such a determination. The primordial contributions are also extracted at one energy. The implications of the numerical values are also discussed.
I. Introduction
The production of charmonium and bottomium states in hadron-hadron collisions is supposed to be dominated by parton-parton interactions. If the two partons are in a colourless state, the direct production of (solely) a jrc = 1 -state ( J/~ and ~') in the s-channel is forbidden by angular momentum, parity and charge conjugation conservation [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, such a state can be produced indirectly, by decay of jec = 1 + +, 2 + + states (the Z's e.g.) which can be formed directly within the colour singlet model. On the other hand, if the two partons are in a colour (octet) state, a "coloured" 1--object can be produced directly, and a colourless 1 -meson can be formed only if some colour neutralisation mechanism has taken place. Such a possibility is embodied for instance the so-called colour evaporation model [5, 6] . If one disregards mechanisms involving the interaction of three (or more) initial partons (and the possible presence of intrinsic heavy flavour in ordinary hadrons), the production of 1--mesons necessarily proceeds either through gluongluon interaction or quark-antiquark interaction.
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The relative importance of the respective mechanisms is not really well known. The usual method for tentatively determining it relies on model calculations for evaluating one of these mechanisms. This procedure is however not very reliable, as calculations are usually performed to lowest order and, furthermore, as often only one part of the process is included in the calculation. This paper is an attempt to overcome these limitations and to determine the importance of gluon-gluon and of quark-antiquark contributions without relying on model calculations, just by the analysis of the experimental data. Of course, this cannot be done without a minimum number of reasonable hypotheses, which are explained below. Our strategy is to see whether present experimental data can be explained within these hypotheses, only allowing an adjustable importance of the two above mentioned contributions.
II. Procedure
As we said in the Introduction, we assume that the interactions of three (or more) initial partons are unimportant, as well as the contribution of intrinsic charm (here we limit ourselves to charm production). We furthermore assume, as usual, that the charmed quarks contained in a 1--meson are formed on-shell or, in other words, that meson internal wavefunction effects are unimportant. Finally, we assume the validity of the parton model. We are thus considering processes which correspond to the generic diagram drawn in Fig. 1 (where i and j denote the two initial partons). In this diagram, the bubble represents anything which can lead to colour neutral mesons, whatever the colour in the initial two partons state, and which, within the parton model can be described by effective cross-sections. It should be understood that, if the initial two parton state is coloured, an unidentified outgoing object, carrying out the colour, should be attached to the bubble of Fig. 1 . We assume that the cotour neutralisation mechanism does not affect sensitively the energymomentum flow, In other words, whatever the mechanism for eliminating the colour possibly carried by the c -f pair directly formed, we assume that the energy-momentum of the final c-C pair is not really modified, or that energymomentum conservation applies through the bubble (for the four indicated legs of the bubble). Of course, the diagram of Fig. 1 describes only the primordial production, and the usual decay scheme (e.g.
Z---,J/O + ~)
should be accounted for. Some of the assumptions above may be questioned. We are aware of this and comment on it in Sect. VI. Our philosophy is to consider these assumptions as our starting point and to see whether the data can be described within this scheme. We will see below that we can answer positively to this question.
III. Basic formulae
The total cross-section for the formation of a primordial meson of mass M~, can be given, with the assumption of Sect. II and adopting the usual notation of the parton model, as [1] idx (z~)
where (i,j} is either {g,g}, {q,q}, or {q,q} taking into account the fact that the quark can come either from the incident hadron or from the target. As usual, fi and fj are the structure functions of the projectile and target hadrons and "cl = (M2/s), x~ss being the total c.m. energy. The quantities i.j cref f are the effective cross-sections corresponding to the two basic mechanisms. With the assumptions above, they can be considered as functions of M~ only. They are the quantities that we want to determine from the data. Equation (III.1) can be rewritten as
This formula has the appealing property that the dynamics is contained in the quantities o'~)ff(M1) whereas the kinematics is contained in the phase space integrals Iij(rl ).
In case of possible confusion, we will use the detailed notation I!~? h~ in order to specify the projectile h~ and U target h2 hadrons.
The production cross-section of a meson Mo after decay of primordial mesons may be written in all generality as calculate the quantities I ij and to compare the expressions to the experimental data, trying to fit the whole body of existing data. One may wonder whether this procedure is valid, since the structure functions are known to some accuracy only. However, the structure functions are rather well-known for x>0.1, and we will see that the bulk of data are not sensitive upon the various parametrizations in this range of values of x. We will illustrate this point below. In the following, we use the Morfin and Tung (fit B1) [7] parametrization of the structure functions, unless explicitly stated. It is sometimes stated that the J/t) production data could be used to get information about the structure functions. It is true that these data could provide information on the gluon structure function at small x. This does not introduce any methodological problem in our analysis, since the structure functions of [7] have been determined from lepton-nucleon deep inelastic scattering and Drell-Yan processes, and not from J/t) production.
B. J/O production
We first concentrate on inclusive J/t) production. To simplify our notation we rewrite O-ef flj't~ as 0 "qq or a gg. As an example, (III.4) becomes
where, in fact, I~q = Iu~ + Iau + Ida + Idd + Is~ + Iss.
(IV.2)
The experimental data for the pp -~ J/t) + X reaction are given in Fig. 2 along with two fits, corresponding to either pure gg or pureprocesses. Although the qc] fit is a little bit better, these data alone are not good enough to constrain the fit in such a way to allow a determination of a gg and a qq. In Fig. 3 we present the existing data on the pff ~ J/O + X reaction, still along with the fits for either pure gg orprocesses. Here, the data are roughly consistent with a pure qci process. However, if one takes the lowest energy point seriously, the pp ~ J/~ + X data allow for some gg process. When one tries to determine good fits (allowing a mixture ofgg andprocesses) to the pp and piO data simultaneously, one obtains the dotted lines shown in Fig. 4 with the indicated values of a ~ and a qq. However, the Z 2 function is very flat. The value of a gg may deviate by ~ 44 nb from the best value before the Z 2 is multiplied by 2. Similarly, the value of a qo may deviate by ~ 100 nb. The larger (though limited) sensitivity of the pf data in the fitting procedure is explained by the behaviour of the Iij quantities with the r variable (see Fig. 5 ). The quantity Iqq is much flatter in the fp or/Sn case than in the pp case. The quantities Iqq tend to the same values for small -c, i.e. for large s because, in these conditions, the contribution to the [qq integrals comes from the small x part of the structure functions which is dominated by the sea quarks and which is approximately the same in protons and antiprotons.
The ratio a(pp ~ J/~ + X)/a(p~--+J/~ + X), if ideally measured, would determine the ratio ago~(7 qO. Unfortunately, as shown in Fig. 6 , the data are not of good [9, 17, [20] [21] [22] 25] quality and are barely consisting with values of agg/aq~ between ~ 0.3 and 3. Figure 3 also corroborates that the best fit of the integrated cross-sections is consistent with o -gg ~ a qo, with large uncertainty. It is nevertheless interesting to note that no data point lies under the cr og = 0 curve.
C. Differential cross-section at y = 0
We use the formulae of Sect. III expressing d°-t°' in dy y=o terms of o -°g and cr q~ (see (III.15)-(III.19)). The excitation function for the differential cross-section for pp~ J/t) + X at y = 0 is given in Fig. 7 with fits assuming pure 99 or pureprocesses. The data definitely require a mixing of both contributions, with a largecontribution. Indeed, we performed a simultaneous fit of the inclusive total production cross-section in pp and p/5 and of the differential pp cross-section at y = 0. The best fit is obtained for o -gg = (25 + 1.5) nb and o -qq = (232 + 19) nb and corresponds to the full curves in Fig. 4 and in the bottom of Fig. 7 . The indicated errors are purely It should be mentioned that the y = 0 differential cross-section constrains the fit to large values of 0 qq, mainly because of the higher energy (~s ~ 50GeV) points (see Fig. 7 ).
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Summarizing the analysis up to now, the crosssections for J/t) production in pp and p/~, integrated or at y = 0, appear to require a mixing of the gg andprocesses. The best fit of all data leads to Gr~ 232 nb and G gg ~ 25 nb. The total 9g andcontributions, including the phase space factors, are approximately in the ratio 1 : 2 at ,fs ~ 20 GeV (where Igg/Iqq ~ 4). Figure 8 shows the two existing sets of data for = 20.5 GeV [8] and ~ = 23.7 GeV [9] . One has unfortunately to underline the inconsistency of the data. One would expect a broader distribution in rapidity for the larger available energy, whereas the data seem to indicate the contrary. Furthermore, integrated crosssections differ by ~ 50%. One can however look to the XF distribution to see what kind of constraints it implies. In Fig. 9 , we show the data of Branson et al. [8] [8] for the differential J/~ production as a function of xe, with (III.13) using the parametrization of Gli.ick et at. [10] and Morfin and Tung [7] (respectively denoted by G and M&T) for the gluon structure function (for the quarks, they are equivalent). Dashed lines correspond to pure processes (either gg or qq) and full lines to best fits, using mixed processes. In all cases, the total effective cross-sections give were determined to reproduce the experimental point at x e = 0 with the predictions of (III.13) (with the notation (IV.l)) assuming pure gg or pureprocesses. In both cases, the effective cross-sections a ~ or ahave been chosen to reproduce da/dxF at x~ = 0, with aq~= 1077 nb and a~ 164 nb, respectively. In differential cross-sections, the sensitivity to the structure functions parametrization is higher, because large xF imply values of x at which they are less precisely known (especially the gluon one). For this reason, we have also made the calculation assuming Gltick et al. [10] parametrization of the gluon structure function. In this case, ago = 203 nb.
D. Differential cross-section for pp ~ Y/~ + X
These a go and o "qg/ values are larger than the values quoted in Sect. IV.B, because the latter are determined by an overall fit of the excitation functions whereas the two points at x/~ = 20.5 and 23.7 GeV are lying above the general trend (see Fig. 2 ). Therefore, the differential crosssection data should not be used for determining the absolute values of a g~ and o -~, but the xv dependence may be used to constrain their ratio.
If a purecontribution is assumed, the differential cross-section is largely overestimated at large xv. If the parametrization of Morfin and Tung is used, the pure gg contribution is definitely too small at large xv. Some mixing seems necessary; the a ~ and ~ producing the best fit are 85 nb and 510 nb respectively, with a ratio aoo/a q~ = 1/6 consistent with the one obtained in Sects. IV.B and IV.C. If the parametrization of Gliick et al, [10] is used, the pure gg contribution also underestimates the data at large xe. Here, the best fit is given by a go = 130 nb and a q~ = 390 nb, with a ratio ~rgg/aqgl = 1/3.
It is perhaps not recommended to attach too much weight to the large xe points in this analysis, as they may be contaminated by the intrinsic charm contribution, if any. Nevertheless, if one restricts to xe < 0.4, it is clear that the xe shape of the data requires a mixing of gg andcontributions. In this range of xv, the Morfin and Tung and Glfick et al. parametrizations are equally good. They give a ratio agg/a ~q which is consistent with the value obtained by our fit above.
In Fig.10 , we present the data of Antoniazzi et al. [9] and the theoretical curves, assuming either pureprocess, with qq= 1090nb, or pure gg process with a go = 139 nb (179 rib) using the Morfin and Tung (Gliick et al.) parametrization of the structure functions. The conclusions are qualitatively the same as for the Branson data [8] , with however a larger importance of the gg process.
In conclusion, the large xv data seem to favour the Morfin and Tung parametrization. However, better (and consistent) data and a better understanding of the intrinsic charm effects are needed before drawing definite conclusions. The data at small and moderate xv are consistent with the agg/(~ratio indicated by our best fit.
E. ~' production
The existing experimental data for the O'/(J/O) ratio for the total cross-section or the differential cross-section at y = 0 are given in Fig. 11 (for the p/~ case, this figure is only an indication, since the data are very poor). Roughly speaking, this ratio is approximately equal to 0.1. The open dots refer to the differential cross-section at y = 0 and the black dots to the total cross-sections. production, as soon as better data are available.
O')/Igg(J/O), (dI~g((/)/dy[,=o)/ (dIgg(J/O)/dyly=o), Iqq(O')/Iq4(J/~b ) and (dIqo(O')/ dy ]y = o/(dlqa(J/O)/dy

F. J/O production via the Z's
In some cases, this production cross-section has been measured by the detection of a 7 (within the required energy range) in coincidence with the dilepton resulting from the decay of the J/O. Figure 12 gives the existing data and underscores crually the lack of good quality data.
If one assumes that the Z is produced by gg contribution only (which is an assumption stronger than the ones which constitute our general framework), one may write
o-t~ with statistical and systematic errors. The rest of the data helped us to give independent error bars on the ratio a~ q~ Unfortunately, the low quality of the data is such that we were only able to determine that this ratio lies between 1 and 1/10, i.e. consistent with the result (IV.5). We stress that this conclusion has been reached by the simultaneous analysis of all data and without recourse of any detailed dynamical model. As a consequence, the effective cross-sections include all the successive steps of meson production, including colour neutralisation and final decays. In the next section, we will attempt to extract the primordial cross-sections at one energy.
agg(J/~)Igg('cj/,o) q-oqq(J/~J)Iqq("cj/O)"
Our analysis points to a largecontribution, partly because they include the y = 0 pp data at ~ > 50 GeV. If these points had to be ignored (they are rather old data), the (7value would nevertheless still be twice as large as the a gg value. In other words, thecontribution seems to be larger than what it is sometimes suggested. In particular, this seems to disagree to recent (9(@) QCD calculations [34] [35] [36] . Reference [36] predicts a gg ~ 160 nb and a~ 4 nb. However, one has to underline that this refers to xf~ = 100 GeV, substantially larger than the typical energies ,,/7 = 10 30 GeV, that we were looking at. The poor quality of the experimental data does not allow to be very precise in the conclusion. The extraction of the (mainly gluon) structure functions cannot be performed in such a situation. However, we have seen that integrated or small xF cross-sections are not very sensitive to the structure functions (in the range where they are badly known). Therefore, the strategy is well defined. As soon as good data are obtained on integrated or small xv cross-sections, one will be able to determine the a q~ and a gg accurately and ultimately, the structure functions could be determined by the analysis of good large xv data, provided the contribution of intrinsic charm is clarified.
V. Primodial production of charmonium states
From (III.3) and particularizing to the charmonium states, one may write using (average values of) branching ratios given by [ (V.12)
These results agree with the number of [12] , which carried essentially the same analysis.
Having a measurement at only one energy at our disposal, we cannot extract the quantities o'iJeff of (III. One may check whether these numerical values and the assumptions which enable us to determine the effective cross-sections (V.18)-(V.19) are reasonable. Indeed, we can reconstruct the quantities tyqq(J/t)) and a~o(J/t)) by using (II1.5). One has in this case: 
It is reassuring to see that the ratio a°g(J/t))/cqq(J/t))
obtained from the multi-resonances production analysis are at one energy (namely ~ 1/13) at .x/s ~ 23.7 GeV) is not far from the value obtained in Sects. IV.B and IV.C, from the J/t) production analysis over a wide range in energy (namely ~ 1/6). However, the observed resaonable discrepancy probably indicates that the primordial production of all the resonances also proceeds through both g(¢ and qc] channels. The combination of the analysis of Sect. IV and the one of Sect. V at various energies would determine the values of cr~ff for any pair {i,j} and provide at the same time a consistency check of the parton model, as embodied by the equations of Sect. III.
VI. Discussion
In this work, we have tried to separate the gg and the qc] contributions in charmonium production by pp and p/5 reactions in a manner which is as less model-dependent as possible.Of course, a minimum number of assumptions were necessary. Let us recall them: (1) interaction of two initial partons only; (2) no intrinsic charm effects; (3) colour neutralisation does not affect the energy momentum flow; (4) no internal wave function effects. These assumptions allowed us to write the total crosssection (including decay of unstable resonances) in a closed form which separates the effective cross-sections for the gg and qc7 channels from each other and from the phase space integrals. These features, the different energy variation of the phase space integrals in both channels and for pp and p/5 reactions and the simultaneous fit of the whole body of data permits an extraction of the effective cross-sections.
Before reviewing the results, let us discuss the assumptions above. The first assumption is quite reasonable and generally accepted. In perturbative QCD calculations within the parton model, the interaction of three initial partons appears at one order higher in the perturbation theory. The second assumption is debated in the literature. It is sometimes argued that the intrinsic charm is necessary to explain the A-dependence of the production cross-section on nuclei [13] [14] [15] ], but at a low level anyway. The third assumption is the most critical one and there is no real indication, except in very specific models, of its validity. Our philosophy is to take it as a real assumption and to see whether it allows to describe the data. The removal of the fourth assumption would destroy the factorization between dynamics and phase space. However, this removal is not expected to modify the calculated cross-sections very much, for the J/t) at least. Therefore, we believe that this assumption does not introduce an uncertainty on our results larger than the one dictated by the accuracy of the data. We insist, however, on the fact that our analysis does not rely on a specific dynamical model (beyond the parton model of the hadrons): lowest order QCD, higher twist, detail of a possible neutralisation process,... The total effective cross-sections [quantities entering (III.4)] have been determined to be 232 nb and 25 nb for the qc] and the gg channels, respectively. The errors are given and discussed in Sect. IV. The importance of the channel contributions themselves, obtained by multiplying by the respective phase space in_tegrals, are approximately in the ratio 2:1 around ,/s ~ 20 GeV. At larger energy, the 9g contribution gradually dominates. There are also some indications that the effective cross-sections for the t)' production and the J/t) production are roughly in the ratio 1/6.
The measurement of the t)', the/~ --* J/t) and the J/t) production at one energy allows for the reconstruction of the primodial cross-sections and for the evaluation of the t)'--' J/t), Z--+ J/t) contribution to the J/t) production. For the last case, our result agrees with the analysis of [11] . These kind of measurement made at several energies would allow to disentangle the qc~ and g9 importances for the primodial production and would constrain model calculations. As an indication, we have given some numbers for O'eff,iJ assuming q~l contribution only to the primodial J/t) and t)' production and gg contribution only to )<. In fact, the comparison between the numerical ~ with relation values of ~,-i~' t°toff , build from values of aef f (III.5) [cf. (V.24)]: a~wt(J/t))/cq~t°t(J/t)) ~ 1/13) with those extracted at (IV.5) a og't°t qg:/,tot eff (J/t))/Ceff (J/O) ~ 1/9) indicates that these assumptions are not totally valid, even after removal of the local accident in the measured total cross-section (that we mentioned above), which changes nothing on the ratios. Moreover, let us recall that qg/,tot j O'ef t (/t)) (named simply crqo in Sect. IV) is ~ 232 nb, whereas the indicated q0 O-eft(J/t)) is of the order of 288 nb [cf. (V.18)]. Altogether, this probably means that the primordial J/t) is not solely made by qcl and involve gg fusion (with some neutralization process) as well.
As we discussed in Sect. V, the extraction of o "qq and a go are practically independent of the details of the structure functions. The latter could in principle be constrained by looking at the large xF dependence (and possibly at low energy): Although the data are not of a good quality, it seems that the parametrization of Morfin and Tung is a little bit more adapted to this large XF region. An obvious extension of our work would be the analysis of the re-proton data in order to put some constraint on the pion structure functions.
